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ABSTRACT Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI)
[1] is a database and ontology that represents knowledge
about more than 15,000 small molecules and their
biochemistry. The database does not currently use description
logic reasoning or OWL, but is investigating this possibility for
better, cheaper and faster ontology development in the future.
This poster describes four specific problems with reasoning in
ChEBI: 1. Using necessary and sufficient conditions 2.
identifying inconsistencies 3. Improving alignment with the the
Gene Ontology (GO) 4. Reasoning with chemical structures
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CONCLUSIONS The Web Ontology
Language (OWL) is not currently used by the ChEBI
curation team. But there is lots of potential for using
OWL-based reasoning in biochemistry-especially using
necessary and sufficient conditions. Some problems
remain with the representation of 2D and 3D structures
that need to be overcome as well as aligning ChEBI with
closely related ontologies like the Gene Ontology (GO).
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4. REASONING WITH STRUCTURES
2D (and 3D) structures are fundamental to biochemical knowledge but
currently can not be easily represented in relational databases or OWL.
We are currently experimenting with using the Hermit reasoner and
Description Graphs to represent these structures.
The ChEBI database and
ontology is available at
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi
1. NECESSARY and SUFFICIENT?
Class hierarchies are currently maintained by hand,
asserting multiple inheritance manually e.g. organic
molecular entity has nine asserted children:
Carbon is part of organic molecular entities
elemental carbon is a organic molecular entities
heteroorganic entitiea is a  organic molecular entities
organic cyclic compounds is a organic molecular entities
aliphatic compounds is a organic molecular entities
Allenes is a organic molecular entities
cumulenes      is a organic molecular entities
pseudohalogens         is a organic molecular entities
This could be greatly simplified with the use of defined classes,
so instead of the current (Manchester syntax):
Class: OrganicMolecularEntity
    SubClassOf:
        MolecularEntity
We would have:
Class: OrganicMolecularEntity
    EquivalentTo:
    MolecularEntity
    that hasPart some CarbonAtom and hasPart some HydrogenAtom
ChEBI curators plan to add this in future versions.
Aspirin (ChEBI:15365)
2. IDENTIFYING INCONSISTENCIES Inconsistent
cross references imply all the  identifiers below theoretically refer to the
same entity, but in practice their names and InChI strings indicate
otherwise. These kinds of contradictory annotations are very common and
it may be possible to highlight inconsistencies through the use of functional
properties in OWL
Iron (ChEBI:18248)
 at the Atomium in Brussels
3. GENE ONTOLOGY ALIGNMENT? The
Gene Ontology (GO) implies the existence of small molecules
like  the amino acid cysteine (ChEBI:16375)  for example
GO:0019344 of the biological process part of the gene ontology
is the cysteine biosynthetic process without specifying
what they are. Aligning GO and ChEBI using deductive
reasoning has so far been problematic, see [2]
.
